At Leaseweb, we embrace GDPR principles and take responsibility for providing you with uniform and
compliant standards for personal data privacy in our role as Cloud Service Provider.
We would like to inform you about our initiatives for accountability and GDPR readiness for 25 May 2018.
We made personal data inventory of our personal data processing activities in all our departments in order to
meet the new requirements like the Data Processing Records. We focus on Privacy through Design & Default,
Data Portability, Data Subject Rights like the Right to be Forgotten, throughout the organization.
Based on our current compliance we are able to further accelerate our GDPR readiness through the benefit of our
comprehensive knowledge of existing personal data privacy laws, including data breach procedures, and our top-tier
data security experience.
Our alignment with GDPR is demonstrated through our range of current security certifications including,
ISO 27001(2013), PCI DSS, SOC I, HIPAA, NEN 7510, and we are aiming for the extension of ISO 27001 by the time
the GDPR officially takes effect. We are continually pursuing improvements and testing state of the art tools and
processes for data integrity, confidentiality, and encryption techniques.
Our business operation model also contributes to our data privacy approach and GDPR compliance.
Leaseweb functions as independent sales companies that store data on local servers, acting as separate
companies that provide services to customers in particular geographic areas.
We feel confident about our existing approach for “appropriate technical and organizational measures to ensure a
level of security”, applying “legal grounds for processing personal data” required by current privacy laws and GDPR.
We are also proud to share that Leaseweb is an early member of CISPE, the regulatory organization of
Cloud Infra Structure Service Providers, developing a high-end IAAS sector specific GDPR Code of Conduct.
Significant steps are underway for the process of achieving self-certification under the GDPR.
Since we perform most of our processing for third parties in its capacity of “sub processor”, we offer
efficient processing agreements in our applicable General Conditions, permitting the transfer of personal data.
We would also like to make you aware of the availability of the EU Standard Contractual Clauses on request for
transfers outside of the EU.
Leaseweb Global in Amsterdam, the Netherlands serves as our international center of expertise for
GDPR compliance, effectively centralizing our connection with the Dutch privacy authority (DPA).
We appreciate your interest in our GDPR Readiness. We look forward to continuing with our
GDPR readiness in order to provide you with even more trust and safety!
The Legal and Compliance Department is your point of contact within Leaseweb. If you have any requests,
questions or suggestions about Leaseweb’s privacy practices, please send an email to privacy@leaseweb.com.

